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A pre-test ana3,vcis was accomplished as part of the Severe Off-Limits
portion of the Product Improvement Program (MS 9 -7281), the objective being to
predict the effects of failure of several Apollo RC System components upon the
operation of the RCS engine. The results of this analysis will be used primarily
for intelligent test planning. In addition, the results and techniques developed
during this analysis will be extended for use during the Reduced Fuel Cooling and
the Optimized Apollo SM-LM RCS Engine Injector portions of the Product Improvement
Program.

Analyses were performed to determine the steady state and pulsing perform-
ance, to evaluate the thermal effects to the preigniter and molybdenum combustor,
and to evaluate engine :ignition when operating at test conditions simulating clogged
propellant system filters. The results show that the tip of the preigniter may
possibly be erroded on two of these system failure simulation runs. Additionally,
the analyses share that at ,several of the test conditions simulating serious filter
clogging inconsistent preig:Liter operation can be expectedp accompanied by long
ignition delays. Possible combustor damage can result from ignition overpressures
that right be caused by the excessive ignition delays.

The performance and thermal analyses of the simulated clogged filter tests
are also applicable for the simulated regulator failure tests. The reduced flaw
caused by regulator failure may lead to errosion of the preigniter tip due to in-
sufficient fuel cooling.

Another system failure to be simulated will be plugging or clogging of the
injector holes with contaminants. No engine damage is predicted for the plugged
orifice tests to be conducted.
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The Severe Off-Limits phase of the Product Improvement Program (NAS 9-7281)
consists of several off-design tests intended to determine the effects of possible
Apollo tai-LM RC system component failures upon the SM-LM RCS engine (ZMC designation
R-4D) when operating during and/or fc'liowing these failures. For these tests the
system failures will be simulated (P.g. 0 decreasing propellant supply pressure to
simulate filter clogging which thr(ittles propellant flow) instead of actually caus-
ing system component failure. The system failures to be simulated are clogged pro-
pellant filters (causing reduced flow), pressure regulator malfunction (stopping
supply of propellant pressurant gas) and clogged engine injector orifices from up-
stream contamination. Two refurnished R -4D engince are to be used to accomplish
these tests. The Severe Off-LimitU test matrix is shown in Table I and IIe The
detailed test plan is contained in Reference 1.

A pretest analysis was performed to predict the results of the Severe Off-
Limits tests upon the R-4D engine. The purpose of this analysis was twofold. First.9
since engine damage could occur from the severity of the off-design test conditions#
the analysis results were used to plan efficient test facility utilizatlor. by se-
quencing the tests such that potentially damaging test conditions are separated by
sufficient time to repair one engine (if it is damaged) while the other continues
testing. Also the pretest analysis will provide useful techniques and Pxperience
to be used for other portions of the Product Improvement Programp notably the Re-
duced Film Cooling Evaluation and the Optimized SK-LM RCS Engine Injector tasks.

2
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TEST DUTY CYCLE

SEW,M Or, -L32UT TESTS

MATRIX A - PERFORMANCE TESTS

i

Electrical
"On" Time

Electrical
"Offs' Time

Number of
Pulses

Number of
Runs

0.020 sec. 0.480 sec. 150 1
0.050 sec. 0.450 sec. 60 1
0.100 sec. 0.100 sec. 30 1
0.500 sec. 0.100 sec. 10 1
5.0	 sec. - 1 3

50.0	 sec. -
IL

1 1

MATRIX B - IGNITION TESTS

Electrical
"On" Time

Electrical
"Off" Time

Number of
Pulses

_z
number of

Runs

0.012 sec. 0.100 sec. 10 5
0.012 sec. 0.350 sec. 10 5
0.012 sec. 0.600 sec. 10 5
0.012 sec. 1.00	 sec. 10 5
0.012 sec. 1.50	 sec. 10 5
0,012 sec 3,00	 see.

H..
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III.	 DISCUSSION

The pretest anal,; 'cir consisted of the following items. The thermal and
performance (steady state and pulsing) effects on the R_4D when the inlet pressures
are reduced simulating clogged filters or failed pressure regulators were predicted.
The thermal effects upon the preigniter and main chamber caused by plugged injector
holes was also evaluated. A criterion for good ignition was developed and was used
to predict the ignition behavior of the R_4D engine when tested at conditions simu-
lating clogged propellant filters.

The starting points for all of these analyses were previous reports and
test results whe:°ever available. When existing information war incomplete or non-
existent, then original. analysis efforts were performed.

The results of the Severe Off-Limits pretest analyses arc disco,-.Ned in the
following sections.

5
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A.	 Engine Performance at Off-Limits Conditions

To aid in the prediction of engine performance at off design conditions
an IBM Guiktran computer pro._;ram wa-- written. This program is capable of predict-
ing both cteady state and puling engine performance. Tt;e mathematical model,
which the computer program is :)a.nod on, concists mainly of fundamental rocket
engine relationships involving procsure and flow characteristics. In addition
actual test data of specific impulse (Isp) as a fun,',ion of mixture ratio (01F^
was made an intogra,l part o4 the computer program. A lictinE, of this program, as
wel as sample output, is given in Appendix A.

The steady state cection of the performance computer program predicts
steady state values for thrust, mixture ratio, chamber pressure and specific im-
pulse. These results for the off limit test conditions simulating clogged pro-
pellant filters are shown. in Table III.

The first step in the computer program is th y; calculation of engine flow
coefficients and a "pseudo" thrust coefficient from R-4L engine data at nominal
operating conditions. The "pseudo" thrust coefficient, is calculated from equa-
tion We

TCO = P-- n°om =	 1

F nom	 tCf

where	 TCO = "pseudo" thrust coefficient

PC = chamber pressure

F	 = thrust

At = engine throat area

C 
	 = thrust coefficient

and the subscript "nom" refers to nominal conditions.

6
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PREDICTED STEADY STATE PERFOrMNCE

FOR SIMULATED CLOGGED FILTER TEST CONDITIONS

pox (psia) Pf (p^ia) 0/F F (lb) I^ Pc

170 170 2.030 100.00 281.5 96.5

170 150 2.351 94.7 269.9 91. 4
170 100 3.823 75.1 217.3 72.5

170 50 6.853 39.9 109.2 38.5

150 170 1.748 96.1 -90.9 92.7
100 170 1.o64 76.1 274.6 73.5

50 170 0.539 42.4 177.3 x+0.9
150 150 2.030 91.5 281..0 88.3

100 100 2.030 67.9 279.; 65.6

50 50 2.030 39.6 278.0 38.2

7	 TABLE III
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For engines exhausting into space (or a vacuum), the real thrust coefficient, Cf,
is a function of the chamber/exit pre-c ure ratio, P /P , and the ratio of
specific heats, T , of the gaseous comb uwtion produSts? In actuality r varies
slightly with chamber pressure and mixture ratio, but for the purpose of this pro-
gram this variation has been neglected and TCO is assumed constant for all opera-
ting conditions. The engine flow coefficients are calculated according to equation
(4) and (5) using the nominal propellant flaw values calculated from equations (2)
and (3).

FWF	 _	 nom	
(2)

nom	
(Isp nom 1 + 01F)

WO	 =
nom 	

(WF nom ) (01F)	 (3)

CF'	 _	 WFnom	 (4)

(Ptank)nom PCnom

1

t
}NCO	 = 4o 

nom	 (5)	 ,
PC

Ptank nom
	

nom

where	 WF	 = fuel flow rate

WO	 = oxidizer flow rate

Is	 = specific impulse
P

OIF	 = mixture ratio

Ptank	 -
Propellant tank pressure

XtF	 = fuel flow coefficient

XSO	 = oxidizer flow coefficient

 J10 OFF— T
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An iteration process is used to solve for performance parameters of off
iesign operating conditions. The har•ic loop in t} is itcration process is as follows:

1 TH RUST
	

INLET PRESSURES

CHAMBER PRESSURE

PROPELLANT FLOWS

1 MIX JRE RATIO 1

I SPECIFIC IKPULSE I

An arbitrary value of F = 100 lb. is taken as the starting point. The
iteration process is complete when two successive thrust values are within .001 lb.
of each other.

The pulse section of the performance computer program predicts values of
specific impulse and mixture ratio. These results for the off-limit test conditions
simulating clogged propellant filters are shown in Table IV.

The first step in the determination of pulsing performance is the calcula-
tion of the comparable steady state performance values as previously described.
These steady state values are then multiplied by a correction factor which is dis-
cussed below.

In the case of specific impulse a mathematical expression was used to des-
cribe the correction factor. A least squares curve fitting analysis was made with
existing R_4D acceptance test data to determine this mathematical expression. The
expression best representing t:e data is given in equation (6)0

t

= Al	 (epw) +	 A2 (epw) +	 A3/epw	 + A4

where	 _ J(epw) = specific impulse correction factor

Al, A2 ,v A3, A = constants

epw = electrical pulse width

9

A

(6)
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ILSE PERFO_R 4
	 CLOGGED FILTER OONDITII)NS

PULSE WIDTH

20 ms 0 ms 100 ms UO ms

Is
Pox/Pf O F Is O F Is O F op'' 0 F

170/170 1.76 188.5 1.94 236.7 1.99 258.0 2.02 276.6

170/150 2.01 180.7 2.24 226.9 2.30 247.3 2.34 265.1

170/100 3.16 145.1 3.6o 182.1 3.72 198.5 3.81 212.8

170/50 5.46 72.6 6.35 91.1 6.61 99.3 6.81 1o6.5

150/170 1.55 194.9 1.69 244.7 1.72 266.7 1.74 285.9

100/170 099 183.6 1.o4 230.5 1.05 251•3 1.06 269.4

50/170 .526 118.1 .538 148 .3 .538 161.6 .537 X73.2

150/150 1.77 188.2 1.95 236.3 1.99 257.5 2.02 276.1

loo/loo 1.8o 187.3 1.96 "35.1 2.00 256.3 2.02 274.8

50/50 1.83 186.2 1.97 233.7 2.00 254.8 2.02 273.1
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To best define this correction over the. entire range of pulse widths of inter-
est, two sets of constants (Al. A?, A3, Alt) were used; one for pulse widths less
than 100 ms, and one for pulse widths grcatnr than 100 ms. Tho resulting curvo of
pulse specific impulse vs. electrical pul. c width ir, shown in .Figure 1 for thn R-4D
engine operating at nominal conditions.

The detertu:Lnation of the mixture ratio: (01F) at the off-design test CM-
ditions requires two correction factors. The product of these correction factors
i^ multiplied times the strady state OIF to give the predicted pulse 0/F. One
correction factor, similar in form to equation (6), exprosues the O/F as a function
of the pulse width assuming the valve opening and closing times do not vary from
those at nominal conditions. But since different inlet pressures will be used
to simulate the flows caused by filter clogging, a second correction factor had to
be incorporated to account for valve response as a function of the pressure. The
curve of pulse mixture ratio vs. electrical pulse width is shown in Figure 2 for
nominal operating conditions, including equal tank pressures. Two acceptance test
data points are shown on tUs figure for comparison.

With regard to the valve opening time correction .factor, a mathematical express-
ion was generated which relates the valve opening and closing times with the pulse
width and tank pressures. The resulting; expression is given in equation (7).

K = cpw - .00185 Po + 1.15 - 17.67/epw	 (7)

epw - .00140 Y f + Lj . ^j j

where	 K = K(epw) Po,Pf) = mixture ratio correction factor

Po	 Oxidizer tank pressure

Pf = Fuel tank pressure

epw = electrical pulse width (ms)

11
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Be	 F61ne Thermal Performance at Off-Limits Conditions

Drawing upon previous R-4D engine development experience, two modes of poten-
tial engine damage resulting from the thermal effects of off-design operational
conditions were recognized and analyzed. These potential problem modes are preigniter
burnout due to insufficient fuel cooling flow and combustor burnthrough also due to
insufficient fuel cooling flow.

This previous development data indicates that preigniter burnout during the
Severe Off-Limits tests is po^siblr only at conditions of reduced total fuel flow
(i.e., during the simulated clogged filter and simulated regulator failure tests)
and at conditions of loealizod reduction of the preigniter cooling flow as an the
clogged injector holes testa,. Combustor burnthrough would be poscib to only during
the simulated clogged orifice tnr.ts where two of the combustor cooling holes will
be plugged during engine oporotion. Only the above mentioned condition: where thermal
damage was thought possible -wore analyzed.

All of the precious R-4D dcvelopment engine test experience has been with A-50
fuel therefore some qualification of the predicted Nei thermal results may be necessary
due to the differences in thermal properties of the two fuels. Where appropriate,
these differences are discussed below.

During the development, stage of the R-4D P.ngine, three early design engines
suffered preigniter burmut or nes,r burnout. These burnouts characteristically occurr-
ed at the tip of the preigniter cup on the side near the fuel valve. At the time of
this burnout problem the fuel coolant flow was evenly distributed around the cup and
it was reasoned that the side of the cup where the burnout occurred was hotter because
it was in the path of resultant preigniter combustion gasses. The opposite side is
cooler probably due to propellant splash. The picture below illustrates the suspected
flow and ccmbi ,.stion regimes at the preigniter.

R-4D Preigniter

Fuel
#1

Hot Re ion

O

,. 0 I l	 V	 I	 ^3Ox	 ../

?sCombustion
Zone
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To prevent burnout at the point of high heat flux, the flow rate out of the
hole that cools this area wan increased. By doubling the diameter of this hole, true
flow rate ever the critical area wan quadrupled. Thic diameter change proved success-
ful and present R-4D engines utily c this design for ensuring trouble free preigniter
operation. The Marquardt hole numbering system specifies the enlarged orifice as the
#1 preigniter cooling hole and this terminolz^dy will be used in subsequent discussion.

The cited test experience plus thermal analysis point to the flow out of the
#1 hole 00 as being the single moot important; parameter for do Lormining adequate
preigniter cooling. Other effects ouch ao preigniter 0/F and flow rate, main chamber
combustion temperature, flow from other cooling holes, etc., are: secondary. There-
fore, in the analysis of prcigniter burnout, flow from the #1 cooling hole was used
as the determining criteria.

Many of the simulated clogged filter test conditions will have less than nom-
inal #1 cooling flow due to either throttled fuel flow alone or due to both propellants
being reduced. Since the fuel distributional flow remains relatively constant at all
flow rates, a reduction in total fuel flow rate results in a nearly proportionate
reduction in #1 cooling flow. Table V contains a listing of previous test experience
where runs with reduced total fuel fl.,w were conducted. All Lf these engines hae
normal hole sizes. Preigniter burnout occurred during one firing. In6ector head
water flow testing of this engine subsequent to the failure showed that the flow out
of the #1 cooling hole was only 85& of the miniraum acceptable flow :standard. This
engine incurred preigniter burnout on a run conducted at 79 pcia chamber pressure
(about 81 pounds thrust or 81% of nominal flow). Therefore, the flow through the #1
hole during the failure run was only about 69% of minimum expected flow. The preig-
niter burnout on this engine test proves valuable in this analysis since it can be
used to help define the lower limit of #1 cooling flow where burnout becomes probable.

TABLE V

DEVELOPMENT TEST RUNS WITH LOW 1 FLOW RATES

or

F

1	 b ne 0 71
Pc (psis)

1* 10670, SIN 2-1

F604 

sec 3.84 x 10 -3 1.98 ?9

2 10670, SIN 2-1 4.6 2.12 96.5

3 10670, SIN 2-1 80 4.6 1.96 92.5

4 10670, SIN 11-7 5 3.38 2.2 62

5 10650, SIN 2-10 80 5.25 2.18 98

6 12340, SIN 1-18 51 4.18

7 228687, SIN 13 6o 5.78 1.74 85.5
8 228687, S/N 13 60 5.5 1.93 91.5

*Preigniter burned out at the tip of the cup nearest the fuel valve
near the end of the run.
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The #1 cool-'.ng flags (*l ) on the runs shown on Table V are plotted on Figure 3
vs. burntime. A horizontal line at *1 = 4 x 10-3 pps indicates approximate level
of cooling flog, as suggested by the plotted data, below which or near which preigniter
burnout is probable. One of the previous development test runs (No. 4 on Table V)was
at a 

*1 

less than 4 x 10-3 but the run duration was only 5 seconds and probably not
long enough for steady state temperat,,res to be reached on the preigniter. A simple
heat transfer analysis, assuming a preigniter gas temperature of 3000°F and no fuel
cooling or radiation cooling of the cup showed that the melting point of the material
is just reached at 5 seconds under such severe conditions (gee Figure 4). The burn-
out region on Figure 3 is further restricted by eliminating runs of 5 seconds or less
in duration.

The predicted performance parameters (from Section A) and #1 coolant flow rates
during tha simulated clogged falter runs that will have reduced cooling flow are shown
on Table VI and are plotted on Figure 3. `since burnout is more probable on long runs,
only- the 50 second run of the duty cycle is listed. Figure 3 indicates that preigniter
burnout may occur on the test runs listed in Table V1 as run Nos. 10, 11, 13 and 14.

TABLE VI

SEVERE OFF-LIMITS TESTS WITH LOW *11 FLOW RATES

No Key for
Figure 5

Oxidizer
Inlet
Pressure

sia

Fuel
Inlet
Pressure

sia
Duration *1 (1'a/sec) 0/F Pc(psia)

9 170 150 50 4.93 2.35 91.4

10 170 100 50 3.37 3.82 72.5

11 170 50 50 2.20 6.85 38.5

12 150 150 50 5.o6 2.03 88.2

13 100 100 50 3.54 2.03 65.6

14 50 50 50 2.20 2.03 38.2

The burnout region is further defined as a function of chamber pressure and
01F as shown in Figure 50 The line doi'ining the probable burnout region was deter-
mined from:

k Pc
1

9Isp 1 + 0 F)

f
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4 x 10-3 pps

percent of nominal total fuel flow represented by 01

chamber pressure

where:	 *1

k

Pc
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Iop	 specific impulse at ')/F

0/F = propellant mixture ratio

The burnout region on Figure 5 considers 0/F and P to affect preigniter burn-
out only when these conditions cause the #1 cooling flow c (* ) to drop to below the
adequate value. The burnout run (No. 1 on Table V) is plotied at 67 psia to reflect
the pressure that would accompany a normal engine where the #1 cooling flow would
be equal to the *1 measured on the burnout engine (i.e., 85% of the measured Pc value
of 79 psis,).

The same four simulated clogged filter runs that may burn out as indicated by
Figure 3 may also burn out per Figure 5 except that the burnout region on Figure 5 is
limited to 0/F below 4.0 to an(tount for low efficiency combustion at high 0/F. Com-
bustion temperature past the cutoff region is probably less than 50% of that at an
0/F of 2.0. Therefore, No. 11 (Table Vl) is eliminated as a possible burnout run and
No. 10 is questionable. PIP runs 13 and 14 are the only runs that may therefore ex-
perience preigniter failure.

The simulated regulator failure test was not dynamically analyzed for preigniter
burnout, Howevers the clogged filter conditions (equal pressures) analyzed represent
points on the pressure decay curve during the simulated regulator failure test. Since
the pressures peas through the point conditions, burnout would not be expected at the
upper limit conditions predicted in the previous analysis since some length of burn
time is required to reach the burnout temperature. During the simulated regulator
failure run the engine may enter the burnout region shown in Figures 3 and 5 and pro-
ceed well into the region before burnout is experienced. Preigniter burnout may
occurs however, prior to the inlet pressures reaching the conditions of Run No. 14 on
Figure 5 (50 psis oxidizer and fuel inlet pressure).

The possibility of encountering preigniter burnout during the plugged injector
orifice testing was analyzed. One of the two plugged hole configurations requires
plugging two preigniter cooling holes and a fuel doublet hole as shown in the
following figure. The outer ring of holes are fuel doublet and preigniter cooling
holess and the inner ring is oxidizer doublet holes.

20
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Preigniter Cup Viewed From T:ie Throat

0
0~

00

0	 o0
00

• 8 0a
0 indicates holes to be plugged.

Since the previous preigniter burnout analysis considered only the flow from
the #1 cooling holes as the only controlling factor, this model obviously cannot be
used for this plugged orifice configuration. Experience would suggest that this
configuration would not experience preigniter burnout during engine operation. The
holes to be blocked cool the cooler areas of the cup and sufficient cooling would
be provided from the immediately adjacent holes. Also, since the fuel doublet hole
opposite the two plugged cooling holes will be plugged, there will be no flux from
this doublet.

The molybdenum combustor of the R-4D engine is cooled partially by radiation
and partially with a fuel film. The film cooling is applied by impinging eight even-
ly spaced fuel streams upon the combustor wall near the injector-combustor attach
flange. During the conduct of the test with plugged injector orifices, one of the
two configurations will have two of the combustor cooling holes plugged and a oxidizer
doublet plugged. The following figure illustrates the hales to be plugged.

Injector Face As Viewed From The 'Throat

•	 o	 Preigniter Cup

o 0 O0	 0 n n 0
	 a

0 0 ^o	 Fuel Valve -o-
o	 Oo O

0 0	 0u
0	 0 W v o	 0

0 0 0

llk̂  0	 •

Solid holes represent plugged holes.

Since the two opposite plugged combustor cooling holes chosen are not unique,
the more general case of plugging any pair of opposite cooling holes was analyzed.
Also, since a' computer program was used for the analysis, the more severe condition
of plugging two adjacent cooling holes was evaluated also.

21
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The thermal analysis was performed uc ing the thermal analyzer computer program.
This rogram solves the appropriate heat transfer equations at each specified loca-
tion node) in the engine by a finite difference technique. The procedure can be
visualized by using an analogy between heat transfer and electrical circuits.

T1

Ake C1

1	 l
^—	 A kTj	 Aj-k	 Tk	 2	 T2

C j	
. IA	

= Ck	 C2

S 3-k
T3 	3

Typical Heat Transfer Network Electrical Analogy

From an energy balance at each node

C d6	 TjAj-k-Tk	 Aj -k

	

J ul	 Jul

or in finite difference notation

	

T 
®+6®'t"-"'° -	 T j A j -k - Tk ^ A

1^6	 J ul j -kJul 

where	 C = thermal capacity of specified lump or node
O = time

T8 " initial temperature at time A (OF)

T(6+AQ) = temperature after time interval AO

Aj - k reciprocal of thermal resistance for conduction,
convection, or radiation between nodes

22
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Heat transfer coefficients for the combustion gases were obtained
using the modified Bartz equation which follows:

hcg a	 0,026
D* •

±-6
Pr f 'A*

I.8	 . * ) .9
!	 C A

H^Hw Cr
TR Tw

where hcg • heat transfer coefficient

D • diameter
Pr a Prandtl number

4 a viscosity

w w propellant flow rate

A a flow area

Q'- correction faitor

H • enthalpy of gas
T a temperature

subscripts

* = throat conditions

f • film temperatures
R • recovery temperature

W w wall temperature

The heat transfer from the combustion gases to the chamber and nozzle
depends upon the heat transfer coefficient and also upon the gas temp-
erature at the edge of the boundary layer. These temperatures have
been predicted using the Marquardt Film Cooling Com puter Program

23
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The chamber and nozzle is film cooled by the fuel which is injected
along the walls of the chamber. The liquid layer cools a major
portion of the chamber and the gaseous film cools the convergent
section of the nozzle. The evaporative film cooling correlations
have been derived for the simplified physical model shown below:

Injection Point

Y-- .— ' roes ^Ga`.`^.
Jiq-Td	 Q oo0

+- Li	 tz ----a

The equation for the length of the liquid portion of the film coolant
is:

Y	 Ll = C Ẁ Cpi. (Tv-Til + Wfc a► Rv
Phcg (TR - Tv)	 Phcg (TR-Tv)

where:
C • mixing constant ( 1.0 - 1.5)

Wfc ' weight flow of coolant

CPL 0 Specific heat of coolant

T a temperature

P • chamber perimeter
hcg • heat transfer coefficient

&Hv = heat of vaporization

Subscripts:
V = vapor

R • recovery
i a initial

At Ll, the liquid film coolant is vaporized and is assumed to be
saturated vapor. The equations used to predict the effective
temperature in the gaseous region are shown below:
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A

TR - Teff	 gWfc

TR - Tv
=e

^	 1/8 V

and	 ^ _ A g	 4 ^

c	 c

For:1,5 Vc •1

!19	 "C 1.0 0 f Vg	
Vc	 Vg

Vc —	 Vc	 Vg

For:

Vg 
> 1.0,	 f Vg 

• 1 + 0.4 Tan -1 Vg -1
Vc	 Vc	 Vc

Where:	 A - Internal chamber surface area
S = Film height
V = velocity

of = thermal diffusivity

0 = efficiency factor
Cp

8 
= constant pressure specific heat for a gas

Subscripts:
v = vapor
g = gas
c coolant

eff = effective

These equations were progm .aned for the IBN 360/40 to predict effective gas temperatures
at various distances from the injector face.

Since it is not known gust how the cooling flow from the unplugged holes will
spread out on the chamber walls, two models were assumedv one with uniform spreading
to the area downstream of the plugged cooling holes and the other with no spreading.
The actual phenomenon lies somewhere between these extremes. For the spreading case#
it was assumed that the chamber is cooled by a uniformly distributed cooling flow
which is 75% of nominal (to account for the plugged holes). For the no spreading case
it was assumed that each cooling hole cools one eighth of the combustor wall and that
the wall downstream of the plugged hole sees the full main core combustion temperature.
These hotter areas are assumed to be cooled by conduction to othe r parts of the chamber
and by radiation to space ., but not by flow from adjacent film cooling holes. To achieve
maximum accuracy in these calculations.. the thermal conductivity of molybdenum was input
as a function of temperature., The results of this analysis is shown on Figures 6, 7,
and 8.

25
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Figure 6 shows the combustor temperature as a function of distance from the
infector face when two opposite cooling holes are plugged. The results are shown
for the twr, coolant spreading asowwtions and for a nominal (unplugged cooling holes)
R-4D engine. For the no spreading ct^se the temperatures in the plane of the plugged
holes and the temperatures along the combustor in a plane perpendicular to the plane
formed by the plugged holes are shown. These represent the maximum and minimum com-
bustor 'temperatures for this case. None of the temperatures predicted here should
cause any problems even for extended operation since the R-4D combustor has withstood
similar temperatures for times far in excess of 50 seconds.

Figure 7 is the same as Figure 6 except that it io representative of two adjac-
ent holes being plugged. Analysis results indicate that the chamber wall will reach
a maximum temperature of 2750°F with no spreading of the cooling flow. As mentioned
earlier, the no spreading case is probably unrealistic, howevero if temperatures did
reach this level the combustor would be adequate for several hours of engine operation.

Figure 8 shows the results for both the opposite plugged cociing holes and -the
adjacent plugged holes at the throat location showing the angular variation.

It should be noted that this analysis does not adequat3ly predict chamber wall
temperatures close to the injector face. Core gas temperatures close to the injector
depend upon reaction kinetics and also upon the particular injector geometry. For
these reasons one would expect that the chamber flange temperatures for the non-
spreadirg case are actually lower than indicated in Figures 6 and T-
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C.	 Ignition at Off-Limits Conditions

The R_4D engine utilizes a preigniter chamber to ensure engine structural
integrity during engine ignition over the range of expected operating conditions.
The ignition tests simulating clogged propellant filters present extreme conditions
for engjnc ignition since the flow rate to the preigniter (and the main doublet)
is throttled, thereby reducing the effectiveness of the preigniter. Engine operation
at these test conditions was analyzed to predict whether or not potentially damaging
ignition might result during the Severe Off-Limits tests.

Previous development test experience has shown for normal valve mismatches
(i.e., application of voltage simultaneously to both valves) at or near design opera-
ting conditi ons, that long ignition delays (defined as time fr^an last propellant valve
open to ignition) always accompany ignition overpressures of magnitudes great enough
to cause engine damage. Therefore, the test conditions of the simulated clogged fil-
ter tests were studied to predict if consistent rapid ignition could be expected or
if long ignition delays could cccur. The conditions where inconsistent or long ig-
nition delays could occur would be considered hazardous since potentially damaging
ignition overpressures are possible.

Data previously generated with an Apollo RCS development engine provides re-
lationships between engine design parameters and satisfactory ignition. Satisfactory
ignition is defined as consistently low ignition delays. The development engine in-

'	 corporated a four valve arrangement where: one pair of valves fed the eight main
chamber doublets and the other pair fed a single doublet located in the center of
the injector. Replaceable preigniter chambers of various shapes could be attached
around the center doublet by means of four tapped holes in the injector. Tests were
run with various preigniter cup configurations and flow rates fraa the center doublet
to evaluate the effects of small L* I s, throat areas and flow rates upon ignition.
Also, the preigniter cup was removed and tests conducted using the eight outer doub-
lets with sr : ,al main combustor configurations to evaluate larger L* chambers. The
results of trio.: tests are shown in Figure 9 where satisfactory engine ignition is
shotarri to be a function of L*, propellant flow rate, and combustor throat area. The
open symbols denote conditions where satisfactory ignition was experienced and the
solid symbols denote conditions where excessive ignition delays or no ignition at
all occurred. The lire provides an approximate boundary between regions of good
and poor ignition. The test results locate the position of line at an L* of about
.8 inches but not at larger or smaller L*'s. Analysis results contained in
Reference 2 indicate that the slope of the line on Figure 9 should be about -1.
The test results at L* of 14 inches force the slope to be a little less if the line
is assumed to lie just above the "poor ignition" data points. Any test cpndition
falling into the region below the line on Figure 9 may result in excessive ignition
delays and large ignition overpressures while those conditions in the :°egion above
the line should result in satisfactory engine ignition.

t
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The ignition criteria discussed above were applied to the tests to be conducted
at conditions simulating clogged propellant filters. Two preignition situations were
considered for each of the ignition test conditions specified in Table I. The first
consideration was whether good ignition would occur in the preigniter and the second
was whether ignition would result in the main combustor should the preigniter not
light. The main chamber ignition case was analyzed to determine if impulse would be
delivered by the engine should ignition not occur in the preigniter.

The propellant flow rates into the preigniter prior to filling the manifold
dribble volumes and the flow rates into the main chamber should the preigniter not
light were calculated at the off-design conditions using an injector hydraulics eom-
putor program. The calculated total flow rates ., O/F and */Ate during start up for
the two flow situations considered are tabulated in Table VII. The values of */At
for both situations arc plotted versus the appropilate chamber L* on Figure 10.

Figure 10 indicate.- that poor ignition will result for the preigniter situation
for two of the test conditions. These conditions are those with the lowest oxidizer
inlet pressures which was to be expected since due to the injector design the oxidi-
zer provides the bulk of the total flow to the preigniter. Two other conditions -
those at the next lowest oxidizer inlet pressures of 100 psia - are marginal.

Ignition may occur
the flow rate to the pre:
pressure Just downstream
ignition" definition due
was not considered.

IF

in the preigniter after the dribble volume is filled since
Lgniter increases (by about W it) due to the increased fluid
of the valve. This case does not fit the "satisfactory
to the time delay and therefore an analysis for this case

Z'
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IV.	 OONCWSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The analysis of the steady state testa simulating SK-LM RCS engine open f,ion
with partially clogged propellant line filters indicate that the preigniter will
probably burn out during one of the planned runs. The expected burnout should occur
on either the fifty second run conducted with equal oxidizer and fuel inlet supply
pressures of 100 psiap or the fifty second run with 50 psia inlet pressures. The
test plan (Reference 1) specifies that the 50 psis condition will not be tested
should engine damage occur during testing at the 100 psia condition, thus only one
burnout is expected. The preigniter burnout would result from insufficient fuel
film cooling of the tip of the preigniter cup.

Inconsistent and delayed preigniter operation is predicted for both of
the ignition tests with the 50 psis oxidizer inlet pressures (conditions 2-C and
3-C of Table I). The erratic preigniter operation is due to insufficient propellant
mass flow into the preigniter. The resulting long ignition delays may lead to ex-
cessive ignition overpressures and engine ccmbustnr damage.

Engine damage during the simulated regulator failure test run is probable.
The failure modev should this occur, would be preigniter burnout resulting from
insufficient fuel film cooling of the preigniter.

The analysis of the tests with two engine configurations with plugged holey
predicts that neither test is severe enough to expect engine damage. Other config-
u-rations should be considered where the #1 preigniter cooling hole is partially
plugged or those holes adjacent to this hole be plugged.

It is recommended that the Severe Off-Limits tests be conducted in the
order specified in Reference 1 (MTP 0080) without alteration. The tests at condi-
tions of expected or probable engine damage are separated bar sufficient time to
make the needed engine repairs prior to encountering the next potentially damaging
test run.	 J
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APPENDIX A

OFT- DESIGN STF = STATE AND PULSE PERM R 4U CE

PROGRAM

This Quiktran computer program computes steady state or pulcc performance
at off design conditions.

The computer program war, written so that the computer requests the input
information.

Tables A-I and A-II are examples of the pulse and steady state output.
The program has two performance curves built into it. Propellant Code 0 results
in the use of the curve for the propellant combination of Aerozine-50 and N20i^;
Propellant Code 1 results in the use of MM -N204 performance curve.

Table A-III is the listing for the program.
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_^?
199. nO 43
2010 a l 00

n

201. =I 00
208. n0 44_
199. =6 43
201. =I 00 

199. =U 43

201. a l 01
2080 n0 44
199. =0 43
2010 =I 00
208. =0 44

t

Ml	 0	
^,,,/f rquardl	 Report No. S-899

APPENDIX A

TABLE A-I

OOMTER OUTPUT-PULSE

114MIT FMIIONAL F, PP,o/r, t SP, PTAt'K, PPt)PI'LLAtIT f nrr
1Q0./". /l.03/280.5/170./1

II^MIT (,ALrU1.ATli)i1 MOr. W aSTrm)Y STATF,1 n Iw IL ► rr )

WR IT  Tn, TF, I'O, Pr
7S./75./17n./l7n,,

11MIT PULSF 1111)TK+ 0%) ANN) KF.Y
7n./1

INIL !;F 0/r= 1.7600 11411.rx. I >Pir	 ins. tits;

5n. /l
II)L r-. O /Fn 1.1445 PIILsr i t.wo	 ?30.695
111P11T RILSF 1!19TIt 015) A110 I;f.Y

1(1./i
rN)I..';F. O/F=	 PtILFr I SI'=	 2u s nnn

anti. /n
I'!IL'.;E U/F = .2.01.2 14 1'IILSr. ISI' n 	2761.5%

1530 NO 09	 I t1P(1T TO, TF, Pt7, PF
1550 *f 09 75. /79. /m. /1511.
1990 =U 43 111PUT Pu LSF. 111nT11 WS)	 At-,I) K;FY
2010 a l 00 10.	 1
208 0 no 11.51:0 _	 2 .01M
19941 =O 43 IISMIT M11 SE t111)TII (t1;;)	 AI.0	 K17Y
201. =t 00 50./1

208.s0 44 IN)LSI1 O/F= 2. 1410 Pt1LSE I SP=	 226,089
199. =0 43 1 EMIT PULSE ttl nTll (INS)	 AN11) KEY

2010 a l 00 100./1

103. =008

105. Of 00
106. =0 07

A
153. n0 09
15;,". n I 00
139. =0 103
201. =I 00
208. =U 44
109T-n14--43
70 1. =I 00
2080 =0 44
199. so 43
701. o f Ors
208. n0 44

201. 
at 

00
208. =0 44

M1L!;E 0/r= 2.3013 PULSE 151'= 	 ?47.
II I M1T M1LSF 111011 (115) AM) KEY

r_,00. IQ-. O r= 7.3436 PULSE. ISP=	 265
"'I'l lplIT	 I 	 #1 to,

2.0./1  
M1LSE O/F= 3.1619 MILSE ISP= 145.091
I IJMIT M I OE. t; I nT11 (115) A11n r%FY

50./1
IN11 ;E 0/F= 3 2 6000 IM1LSF	 ISP= 1142140
111MIT WLSE I NMI 015) A14n KEY

1n0./1
PULSE O/F* 3.7937 PULSE ISPn 118.535
i HPOT RXSE WI M11 (11s) Am KEY
500./n

PULSE O/F= 3.8142 PULSE_ i SP= 2124944_
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153. wU 09 1 NRIT Tt), TF, Pr), PF
155. • I 00 75./75./170./50.
199. •0 43 WRIT PULSE 1.31M (IL's) AM KFY
2010 • i 00 ?.0./ 1
208. K) 44 M1.31 o/rn 	 5.4618 M ILSE I Iwo	 72.508

11I nTrl 115; Atli) KEY
ZUi. • i vv ti11./1
208. mO 44 ML:;I: O/F• n 6.34 61 RILSF I SPu	 92.123
199. w0 43 1NNIT PULSE MIMI 015) AIJ) KEY
211. • I 00 100./1
208. •0 44 RIL SE n/r• 6.6215 Plil';r	 I rwo	 1q . 310)5
12% •0 43 1 11111 1VLSF ,WIDTII WS) AND KFY
2010 n l 00 50n. /t)

208. •0 44 RIU;C a/Fn 6.8103 P ILSE 1';Pn 	106.4^5
i d J•

155.
^V

n I

4 7

On
^ 1 	 1 v 1	 1 1 7, I f, f ^/, 1-1

75./75./15n./17n.
199. •0 43 IIIPI ► T 13ILSE ttIDT11 015) Alm KEY

... _	
. go

 0020.11
M-tw- 	 * i.*us ms. r I ,,,rP6	 m. AAA.

209. 80 43 I NPI ►T PULSE 11111Th (t1;) Atin KEY
201. • 1 00 50./1
208. u0 44 PULSE n /Fm	 1.6852 FALSE. 1St'•	 ?.4h.671
199. 00 43 I NNIT MUSE WIDTH (I1 S) Atli) KEY
201. • I 00 inn. /1
208. w0 44 MUTE n/r n 	 1.71117 PULSE 1 51'a 	 ',1 661. AIN
199. n0 43 1NRIT P1lLSE 1111M 015) AM KF.V
201. • 1 00 500. /0
2U8. n0_44 IMLSE t)/rn 	 1.7407 RUE I SPn 	285.117

1550 • I 00 75./75./lnn./17n.

199. •0 43 INPUT RIM IIInTII 01S) Alm Y.FY
-ML- a I 00 __ 20./1

208. w0^44 PULSE n/r= n.98 86 FALSE Me 183.611R
199. w0 43 IIIINIT PULSE.•. WInTII 015) Atli) KFY
2010 a l 00 50. / i
208. 00 44 PULSE. n/F• 1. n1► 3n PULSE 1 SPn :30.518
199. n0 43 111P4IT Pl1LSl' w i nrl 015) Atln I;EY

M. n0 44 MJLSF n/r= 1.05 35 RJ1.5 r: 	ISP• 751.2.67
199. m0 43 1 MIT PULSE. tll nTll (fig-5)	 Atln KEY
201, al	 QQ	 500. 10
208. nU 44 PULSE n/r• 1.05111 PULSF: I SP= 269.378
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..w wuvs C4000100#6 PtUporti 170• S-899
^YM/NAM1/MN

153. •U 09 1 1114 IT T/), Tr, Pt), PF
1550 • 100 751/75./ 50 417n.
191. *0 43 I MM IT 11111TH (ti p ► )	 Arin	 I;rY
?010 o f 00 20./1
206. no 44 ml,Lsr o1F* 0.,515 ^PULSF I SN _113
199. 00 43 I1:14)T RIM. uinTll (I1:;)	 Alin rr:Y
201. o f 00 50./1
Ms. •O 44 PIIL:',F t!/r• n .5333 IMLSF. I SP N 1160.157
1990 nU 43 11.11 IT RM,r 111 nn (11S)	 Atin Y,rY
2 ^1. o f 00 inn. /1
708. wU 44 PUL;')C Od w 0.,5336	 )1 )E I ;1'n lfil.F► P'
1990 *U 43 1 NPUT Pt)l: ;r. 111 nT1 1 0 %) AM ►;FY

201. o f 00 500./0
,8 ^. 44r R165 , O F,̂ , n	 4 PULSE 15P• 7	 ?.5n

.
155. *1 00

.	 ,.	 •
75./75.! 15n./15n.

1'J9. *0 43 X111;3r 1;1^ 1(i1!;) 61:n jsry
201. *I 0n M. /1
208. *0 44 Pt1LSr O/r n 1,7711; 1';1Lsr	 I ra 1;;;;.2116
100. .0._43 ICRIT PI1LSr. 110TH (115)	 AND 1;1"Y
201. n I 00 .Sin./1
208. •O 44 Ptn.sr n /r* 1.9481 M1LSF.	 ISP= ;r).27f
179_ •0 43 1 NPUT RJUE, %Itp'j'^,i,.O L'',} mD
201. O I 00 100./1

208 *0 44 PULSE n F• 1 9926 PULSE ISP• 257.543
199. o0 4 INPU MS 11	 11	 1 115) M-0	

,ET _._..._.^_..

201. • I 00 500./0
208. *0 44 PI1L S1: O/ r• n 2.n23.1 Pl1LGE	 ISP• 276.lnfi
15 5.
155. = I 00 75./75./100./1110.

.._._^	 199. n0 43 I I lPUT Pl1L E W l nT1 ► (1151 AND KEY
201. * 1 00 20 %1

_^..... ......	 _...	 .
208. *0 44 PUL SF n/F• 1.11000 PULSE 1 GP* 187.293

99 43 _ 1 NPUT _PULSi WIDTH (115) ANn I;FY
201. • 1 00 5^. !1 ^_
208. •O 44 R SE 0/r* 1.9571 Ix1LSF.	 I SVu 235.119
199. *0 43 1 MIT PuLSC 111 nll l MS) Arm KrY
201. • 100 100. / 1
208. n0 44 RIL SE O /F• 1.90riR PIJL.:F.	 ISP• 256.282
199. *0 4 3 1 NPIJT PULSE 111 M)f (t1;) AND KEY

201. n 100 500. /0
208. *0 44 PULSE O/F* 2. n23A PULSE 1 SP* 274.755

I
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;Warquardl via Nur/. cuiro^NU	 Report :10. S-899

153. =0 09 1 11PUT m. . R,.
1550 =1 00

_
75./75./50./50.

199. =0 43 1 CrUT MIL SE. 1 10TH VTO AIP KEY
:01. =I 00 20./1
2080 =0 44 RILSF ()/F= 1.82112 PI,LSE	 I SP= 18 6. 1112
1990 =o 113 1NPUT M)LSF. UInr1 (11S) AM KEY
201. =I 00

_ 
5n. /1

208. _0 44 IM ;I: n/rs 1.1658 RIM I SP•. 233.7601.4
199. =0 43 1ISIT RILSr WIDTH (11S)	 n1,n KEY
201. =I 00 inn. /i
2080 =0 44 RUSE o/ r•= :1 .0010 RASE I SP= 254.761
1J90 =0 43 IIA)T PIJLSr..t10'rti CIS) AND KEY
201. = 100	 50n.
2080 =0 44 RJUE O/F= ').0247 ^PI ILSE 15P= 273.124

A-5
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1	 APPENDIX A

TABLE A-II

OOMPUTER OUTPUT-STEAD". STATE

105. =I 00 10Q./')Ei.S/?..03/2;'Z.5/170./1
149. wO 09 I t: r~c 1' T0,Tr, IV.. PF

3. =O 04 (! ,/I' ?, ;i'^!)	 {'_	 <<)t), ^)t;!1	 I SN=	 1.81.580	 nr:	 ' ►r.5^f!
1 1 19. = I'd, 09 T01, T1', {'O, PF

1830 =J 04 0 /F= 2 .3510	 F=	 ')4.708	 ISIS=	 26X).959	 Pr=	 01.313

Tul.

1510

all
=I

T.19
00

MMIT•,
75./75. /170./190.

123. NO 0 1 1 O/Fs 	 3.F, 31	 I'= 75.143 1SI)a 217 .305 rr= 72.5:3
.

1510 =I 00

, r, m,,
75./75./170./50.

1830 =0 04 ()/Fu	 6. 8527	 F= 30. 851 I SPu 109.223 PC= if, 1156
l Ai9. NO 0j tfff'tff—Tl,,-TF, 110,
1510 =I 00 75.05./150./170.
183. =U 04 O /Fa 	 1.71,77	 F= 96.087 ISP= 290.903 Pro ')2.724

1.51• =I 00 75./75./100./17 0.
1830 _O 0 1 1 O/F=	 1.11641	 F= 76.144 ISP= ..7 1s.573 ('r= 73.471
1 14 A .12

1514 =I 00 75./75./	 5()./170.
•	 183. =0 04 O/F=	 0.538'	 F=) 42.330 ISPx 177.767 Pr;= 40.702
M.
1510 =I 00

r^
75./75./ 150./150.

1330 =n 04 ()/Fs	2.03W)	 F= 11.478 IGPn 1^1,0n7 Pr= c(8.77^,
1 0

1510
M.0

=I 00 75.//5•/10()•/1()0.
163. =V 04 O /F=	 2.03,00	 F= 67.971 ISP= 279.645 Pr.=

1510 =I 00 75./75./ SO./ 50.
1830 =0 04 (s/F=	 2.0300	 F= 3').500 ISP= 01 78.002 Pr= 111%115

A-6
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TABLE A-III

PROGRAM LISUNG

101. FF PROt:RA' 1 PI PFRF
102. * !: ROrr.FT	 f ALt:MATIM' - K YrRSf:I 1 FYT 1257
1030 I'll I1JT	 R
1040 3 FORt tAT0011 I NRIT PJ(11 .11 IJAL F, PC,A/F, I SP, PTANK, PI',APFLLAI:T ror) ' )
209.
1066 =

- M.All. '.	 •.It?ll X,A1 s p, Mll,,
PRINT 7

107. n 7 FO W/J0011 114P11T CALCULATION mnr (P n STEADY STATE.. lot"M. n __ t7 READ ()..11)1)F
1090 _ WF=F/(AISP*(1.+1u11X))
110• _ 1 IOM 1211I X *1X

112. = XKU nl0/7111T(Pl U11-PC)
1'130 = XKFn1!r/ 5QRT(P1JOt!-PC)
124 • • 1 r (.1-1) 7n, 3tf, ti n
115• C THIS SECTION U-TS ISP CONSTN'TS FOR A-din, ! 1 ?011 COMN "ATIOV
1160 _ 2n R,'.=-1.741148F- 1
Me 11	 IT-4

1180 = R1 ► =-2.203011
1190 _ X35=-7.177()R
220. ^_ __ A,=13?
1210 = A3=R3

1220 = Also ^.65989 F.2

1240 = A6=2.0IN59E1
1250 n A7=6.0F-2

226. Ago I.1471AF-I
1270 M TO 31
128. C THIS SFCT10td FIXFS ISP CONSTANTS FOR f flf, 1!7011 rV11WATIOV
1290 311 11141M.-I

1300 R:3=5.3306V-4
1310 = R1^=-43.603?
132• a - I5-=Q.
1330 n A2=82
1340 = A'=R3,0,5,..x,._

.).	 .,.
136. = A5=-?, !)fib, 1 Fd,
137. = A6=4.913041:1 -

139. = A8=1.14710F-1

1400 = 31 T=75.

Me

1420
m

= 21
r

Al=AI SP-A7*T-A3*T**2-A4*0111 `(-/!5*11i.II X**?_-A6*R1'11 X**3-A7*PC-AR*T*Rttl X
143. = P41 X=2.
1440 = X I SP=A1+A2*T+A3*T**2+tA!- ► ttr11 X+A5*!U . 11 X**2+A0*RM1 X**3+A7*PC+AR *T*Rtll X
145. = X**2-A7*1PC-A.R* T*12m1 X,
1460 = ri) TO 3

1480 8111 X=2.

A-7
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^.vxrr^wr^rnN

1500 =
S	 - ..	 .	 •',R+!r►tr--0_0 00	 _._ ._..	 ..

ItIr M O M IIX
1510 = Al= XI 5P-A?*T-A3*T** 2-A4 *Itrti X-115*ItII1X**2-A6 *IU11 Y**3-A7 *Pr.-AH *T*R11I X

1530 = PI ;Ir^T	 1)

154. _ ) FO	 1AT(1R11	 I rIPl1T TO,Tr, PO, Pr )

156. _
•.

r=1no.
157. = K=n
158. v	 __ .

r1=n
1590 _ 5 IF(K-1)11,111,3
1600 = 13 1101+1

162. i ^1 r=r2+(r-r2)*.?
1630 = 17 r?.=r
t6^r-. 11 P^^^A	 _.

1656 = IF(IN)-1'x)1%12,13
1660 = 12 Y,=Y,+1

16F. =

..;O;-}

M Tf) 5
169. = 13 1F(PF-Pr;) lit, 14,15
1 M __	 - It; K=Y,+1
171. = F=PF-11.
172. = chi TO 5
113. I
1740 = 1 JO m XK0*SRItT(R)-Pr )
175. _ 1:r = x I;F*S()rcT(Pr-Pr)

177. = T=(TO+Tr)/?.
178. I F(1tr11	 -?.)7O, 71, 71

 2WI-FOA3	 I W. .. 
180. _ 64) TO 72
181. = 71 X I!;P=t'1+B2*T+R3*T**2+8 1 t*1U11;;+P, 5 	 11 1 X**2%'17*PC+A8	 T *hr11 y

1t 3. I F(Ans(F1-F)-.001)2, 2,1
184. = l r=F1
18 5.
186. = PIP, I FCX)De )41,41,42
187. = 41 C01,171 IMF
188. = PIZ 114T 4, I?-11-X, F, X 1 SP, Pr
189. _ It FORr1AT(511 O/F=,x8.4,511 	 F=,F10.3,71I	 ISP=,F10.3,61'	 Pr=,Fln.3)

t
A-8
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190. n fin TO 3
131, A0109.004649f.-2
1320 _ A!I2 n-4.1..1mir-3
1 1 13. _ A ► O=-1. 06"10114

E94 0
195. =

.	 5r460P	 _	 .	 ..._._... —	 _.	 ..._.	 _
R131 n fi.314')71'-3

-197. nR 3'-3.3 2R 76d
138. n Bn4 n .It')'f402 2
1990 11111 iT	 43

010 = rr•	 i^r:An n, r s i,1;rY
2020 Ruryiix*(rm-t,8") 	 tic)+1.15-17.G7/ rim) /(rRI- 1.nrr-?*r^F+x,77)
-"3-. _ IF(FRI-100. )45046,46
204. = is ► 	 X I 51'?.= (11131*` QRT(E. PIJ)+Ali2*rw+A113/FPII+AR4) *X I Sr'

205. _ U) TO 47

207. _ 47	 C01IT11.1) F

208 - ' -_ -- - - PRfNT {Nr, f^ )tt ^^tut.

2090 n 	 44 FI, INAT0114 M11.Sr. O/F = ,FR.4,111+ PULSE I S n=,F1n.3 )
210.	 1~(I;I:Y)3,3,42

A-9
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